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The Toeplitz (or block Toeplitz) matrices S(r)=[sj&k ] rk, j=1 , generated by the
Taylor coefficients at zero of analytic functions .(*)=
s0
2 +

p=1 s&p*
p and
(+)=
s0
2 +

p=1 sp +
p, are considered. A method is proposed for removing the
poles of . and  or, in other words, for replacing S(), whose entries grow
exponentially, by a matrix S ()=[s^j&k ]k, j=1 with better behaviour and the same
asymptotics of 2 (r)=det S (r) (r  ) as the sequence 2r=det S(r). A Szego -type
limit formula for the case when S(r)=S(r)* (rn0) have a fixed number of
negative eigenvalues is obtained.  2000 Academic Press
Key Words: Toeplitz matrix; Szego limit; indefinite metrics; linear fractional
transformation.
0. INTRODUCTION
Toeplitz and block Toeplitz matrices S(n)=[s j&k]
n
k, j=1 are classical
objects of analysis. Let S=S() be given. Then the formal series
f (*)=p=& sp*
p,
.(*)=
s0
2
+ :

p=1
s&p *
p, (+)=
s0
2
+ :

p=1
sp +
p \+=1*+ (0.1)
are defined, and there exists a one to one correspondence between the
Toeplitz matrices S() and the series f or, in other words, between the
matrices S() and the pairs . and . Most of the results for infinite
Toeplitz matrices have been obtained for classes with . and  holomorphic
on the unit circle. In particular, the classes S0 and [sp]

p=& # l
2 are
important for applications. The asymptotics of
2r
2r&1 (2r=det S(r)) as r  
have been investigated for these classes and so-called Szego limit theorems
have been formulated in terms of the symbol f (*) ( |*|=1). The references
on the subject can be found in [1] and [2] (see also [17] for the interest-
ing connections between the Hardy subspaces to which . and  belong
and the properties of the matrices S()=[sj&k ]k, j=1).
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The classes of Toeplitz matrices S(), to which meromorphic . and 
correspond, are included in our considerations. Each pair .(*) and (+)
analytic at *=0 and +=0, respectively, generates via the expansions (0.1)
the sequence of blocks sp (&<p<) or, in other words, the sequence
of matrices S(n)=[s j&k]
n
k, j=1 (n). We shall use the notations
D=[* : |*|<1] , T=[* : |*|=1] .
The poles of . and  inside the circles * # D and + # D, respectively,
allow an exponential growth of &s\p&. For instance, the function
.(*)=.0 (*)+
Q
*&# ( |#|<1) with smooth .0 generates S with the entries
s&p=&Q#
&p&1+o(1) ( p  ). In this case the series f diverges on T,
and one can not speak about a symbol. (Notice that the case of symbols
with singularities has been widely investigated. See [4] and [3] both for
references and for some results on matrices with power growth of entries.)
The paper consists of four sections. In Section 1 we describe the sets of
. and  generating a matrix S(n) in terms of a linear fractional transfor-
mation of analytic matrix functions : and ;, respectively. The connections
between the matrices S( p+n) generated by the pair . and  and the
matrices S ( p) generated by the corresponding pair : and ; are investigated
in Sections 2 and 3. The Main Theorem (Theorem 3.1) is adduced in
Section 3. In Section 4 the result is applied to an important special case.
Namely, we say that S(n) (n<) belongs to P}, n if S(n)=S(n)* and S(n)
has exactly } negative eigenvalues, and we say that the matrix S()=
[s j&k]

k, j=1 belongs to P},  if there exists a value n0 such that
[s j&k]
n
k, j=1 # P}, n for all n>n0 . A Szego -type formula for S # P},  is
derived in Section 4 from the Szego formula for S # P0,  .
The author is grateful to I. M. Spitkovsky who urged him to develop the
author’s initial Szego -type results from [12]. It would be interesting also to
obtain Szego limits for S # P},  in terms of the realizations of . and ,
generalizing in this way the results for S # P0,  from [6] and [7].
1. TOEPLITZ MATRICES AND TAYLOR EXPANSIONS
Let us consider a block Toeplitz matrix S(n)=[s j&k]
n
k, j=1 (n) with
m_m blocks sp . Suppose n< and put
0 for p>0
A(n)=[a j&k]
n
k, j=1 , ap={ i2 I 1 for p=0,iI 1 for p<0, (1.1)
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b(n)=[I 1]
n
j=1 , d(n)={sd+ :
j&1
p=1
sp=
n
j=1
,
e(n)={se+ :
k&1
p=1
s&p=
n
k=1
,
where I 1 is the m_m identity matrix, sd+se=s0 , b(n), d(n) and e(n) are
block vectors with n block entries (here b(n) and d(n) are block rows and
e(n) is a block column). We shall sometimes omit the dependence on n in
the notations. One can easily check the operator identity [11]
AS&SA*=6 16 2* (1.2)
with
6 1=i [b* e] , 6 2=[d* b*] . (1.3)
Suppose further that S is invertible and put
x=[x1 (n), ..., xn (n)]=bS
&1, y=[ y1 (n), ..., yn (n)]=dS
&1,
x~ 1 (n) y~ 1 (n)
x~ =_ b &=S&1b*, y~ =_ b &=S&1e, (1.4)x~ n (n) y~ n (n)
with the m_m blocks xk (n), yk (n), ... . For the blocks xn (n), yn (n), x~ n (n)
and y~ n (n) we shall use also the notations xn , yn , x~ n and y~ n . Besides the
variables * and += 1* we shall need also a variable z:
z=&
i
2
*+1
*&1
=
i
2
++1
+&1
. (1.5)
Put now
wA (S, z)=[wkj (*)]
2
k, j=1 := I2&6 2*S
&1 (A&zIn )&161 , (1.6)
where In is the mn_mn identity matrix. The identities of the form (1.2) and
the transfer matrix functions wA with S satisfying (1.2) were introduced by
L. Sakhnovich in the context of his method of operator identities (see
[14][16] and references therein).
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the invertible block Toeplits matrix S=S(n)
and matrix function :(*)=[:1 (*) :2 (*)] , analytic at *=0, with the m_m
blocks :1 and :2 , are given. If
det(:1 (0) yn+:2 (0) xn ){0, (1.7)
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then the matrix function
.: (*) :=[:1 (*) w11 (*)+:2 (*) w21 (*)]&1 [:1 (*) w12 (*)+:2 (*) w22 (*)]
(1.8)
is analityc at *=0 and admits the Taylor expansion
.: (*)=se+s&1 *+ } } } +s1&n*n&1+ } } } . (1.9)
Proof. The matrix function A&zIn is easily inverted:
(A&zI n )
&1=[/kj (z)]
n
k, j=1 ,
/kj(z)=
0 for k< j
\ i2&z+
&1
I1 for k= j
1
i \z& i2+
2 \z+
i
2
z&
i
2+
k& j&1
I1 for k> j ; (1.10)
(A&zI n )
&1 b*=\ i2&z+
&1
col _I 1 z+
i
2
z&
i
2
I1 } } } \z+
i
2
z&
i
2+
n&1
I 1& ,
where col means column. By (1.5) we have
\z& i2+
&1
=
i(*&1)
*
, \z+ i2+
&1
=i(*&1),
z&
i
2
z+
i
2
=*. (1.11)
In view of (1.10) and (1.11) formula (1.6) yields
*n (:1 (*) w11 (*)+:2 (*) w21 (*)) | *=0
=&i:(0) 62*S &1 _
0
b
0
I 1& [I1 0 } } } 0] 61 _I10 & .
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Hence, taking into account the definitions (1.3) and (1.4) we see
*n (:1 (*) w11 (*)+:2 (*) w21 (*)) | *=0=:1 (0) yn+:2 (0) xn . (1.12)
From (1.6) and (1.10) follows also the analiticity of *n (:1 (*) w12 (*)+
:2 (*) w22 (*)) at *=0. Therefore definition (1.8) and relations (1.12) and
(1.7) imply the analiticity of .: at *=0.
Put now
0 for k< j
S &=[s
&
kj ]
n
k, j=1 , s
&
kj ={se for k= j (1.13)sj&k for k> j.
In the case of S& the operator identity (1.2) takes the form
AS&&S&A*=ieb. (1.15)
Notice that as the spectrum _(A)= i2 the matrix S& admits an integral
representation S&=& 12?i 1 (A&zIn)
&1 S& dz for a smooth closed con-
tour 1 with i2 inside the contour. On the other hand by (1.14) we get
(A&zIn)&1 S&=S& (A*&zIn)&1&i(A&zIn)&1 eb(A*&zIn)&1.
Therefore supposing that & i2 is outside 1 we can transform the integral
representation of S& into the formula
S&=
1
2? |1 (A&zIn)
&1 eb(A*&zIn)* dz. (1.15)
As for z given by (1.5) we have dz=i(*&1)&2, equality (1.15) may be
rewritten in the form
S&=& res
*=0
(*&1)&2 (A&zIn)&1 eb(A*&zIn)&1. (1.16)
To transform further the expression on the right-hand side of (1.16) we
shall introduce the mn_mn and m_m matrix functions
A:=A&i b*(:1 (*) y+:2 (*) x) , (1.17)
F: (*)=I1&i(:1 (*) y+:2 (*) x)(A&zIn)&1 b*. (1.18)
We shall derive the equality
(A&zIn)&1
=(A:&zIn)&1&i(A&zIn)&1 b*F: (*)&1 (:1 (*) y+:2 (*) x)(A&zIn)&1.
(1.19)
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Indeed, in view of definition (1.17) we have
(A&zI n)
&1
=(A:&zIn)&1&i(A:&zIn)&1 b*(:1 (*) y+:2 (*) x)(A&zIn)&1.
(1.20)
So, taking into account definition (1.18) of F: , we obtain (A&zIn)&1 b*=
(A:&zIn)&1 b*F: (*), i.e.
(A:&zIn)&1 b*=(A&zIn)&1 b*F: (*)&1. (1.21)
Substitute (1.21) into (1.20) to obtain (1.19). The matrix function F: is
closely connected with the denominator 8: in (1.8):
8: (*) :=:1 (*) w11 (*)+:2 (*) w21 (*)=F: (*)+:1 (*)&I1 . (1.22)
In view of (1.7) and (1.12) we get
det(*nF: (*)) |*=0=det(*n8: (*)) |*=0 {0. (1.23)
From (1.22) and (1.23) it follows that
F: (*)&1=8: (*)&1&F: (*)&1 (I1&:1 (*)) 8: (*)&1. (1.24)
Substituting (1.24) into (1.19) we conclude
(A&zIn)&1=(A:&zIn)&1&i(A&zIn)&1 b*8: (*)&1
_(:1 (*) y+:2 (*) x)(A&zIn)&1
+i(A&zIn)&1 b*F: (*)&1 (I1&:1 (*))
_8: (*)&1 (:1 (*) y+:2 (*) x)(A&zIn)&1. (1.25)
According to the definition (1.17) and to (1.7) one can easily obtain
det(A:&zIn) |*=0=det \A:& i2 In+{0. (1.26)
Inequalities (1.26) and (1.23) imply that the first and the last terms on the
right-hand side of (1.25) are analytic at *=0. Substitution of (1.25) into
(1.16) now yields the result
S&=i res
*=0
(*&1)&2 (A&zIn)&1 b*8: (*)&1 (:1 (*) y+:2 (*) x)
_ (A&zIn)&1 eb(A*&zIn)&1. (1.27)
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Notice that by virtue of the definitions (1.3), (1.4), (1.6) and (1.8) we can
simplify the right-hand side of (1.27):
i8: (*)&1 (:1 (*) y+:2 (*) x)(A&zIn)&1 e=8: (*)&1 :1 (*)&.: (*).
(1.28)
As, in view of (1.23), the function (A&zIn)&1 b*8: (*)&1 is analytic at
*=0, from (1.27) and (1.28) the relation
S&=& res
*=0
(*&1)&2 (A&zIn)&1 b*.: (*) b(A*&zIn)&1 (1.29)
follows. Using the second equality in (1.10) and the equality (1.11) we
transform (1.29) into the equality
S&= res
*=0
[* j&k&1.: (*)]nk, j=1 .
Therefore according to (1.13) the expansion (1.9) is valid. K
Taking into account (1.2) and (1.6) one obtains the formula
wA (S, z)&1=I 2+62*(A*&zIn)
&1 S&16 1 (1.30)
from [14]. As did the blocks of wA in Theorem 1.1, the m_m blocks vkj
of w&1A define a linear fractional transformation in the next theorem. Put
[vkj (+)]2k, j=1 := wA (S, z)
&1, (1.31)
where z is defined in (1.5), and so
\z& i2+
&1
=i(1&+), \z+ i2+
&1
=
i(1&+)
+
,
z+
i
2
z&
i
2
=+. (1.32)
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that the invertible block Toeplitz matrix S=S(n)
and matrix function ;(+)=[ ;1 (+);2 (+)], analytic at +=0, with the m_m blocks
;1 and ;2 , are given. If
det(x~ n ;1 (0)+y~ n ;2 (0)){0, (1.33)
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then the matrix function
; (+)=[v11(+) ;1(+)+v12(+) ;2(+)][v21(+) ;1(+)+v22(+) ;2(+)]
&1
(1.34)
is analytic at +=0 and admits the Taylor expansion
; (+)=sd+s1++ } } } +sn&1+n&1+ } } } . (1.35)
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.1. At first we
introduce the matrix
0 for k> j
S+=[s
+
kj ]
n
k, j=1 , s
+
kj ={sd for k= j. (1.36)sj&k for k< j
From the operator identity
AS+&S+A*=ib*d
we conclude
S+=&
1
2?i |# S+ (A*&zIn)
&1 dz
=&
1
2? |# (A&zIn)
&1 b*d(A*&zIn)&1 dz, (1.37)
where # is a smooth closed contour with *=& i2 inside and *=
i
2 outside
#. By (1.5) we have dz=&i(+&1)&2 d+ and hence (1.37) yields
S+=& res
+=0
(+&1)&2 (A&zIn)&1 b*d(A*&zIn)&1. (1.38)
Introduce now the matrix functions
B;=A*+i(x~ ;1 (+)+y~ ;2 (+)) b,
G; (+)=I1+ib(A*&zIn)&1 (x~ ;1 (+)+y~ ;2 (+)) . (1.39)
In analogy with (1.19) the formula
(A*&zIn)&1=(B;&zIn)&1+i(A*&zIn)&1
_(x~ ;1 (+)+y~ ;2 (+)) G; (+)&1 b(A*&zIn)&1 (1.40)
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follows from
(A*&zIn)&1=(B;&zIn)&1+i (A*&zIn)&1
_(x~ ;1 (+)+y~ ;2 (+)) b(B;&zIn)&1,
b(A*&zIn)&1=(I1+i b (A*&zIn)&1 (x~ ;1 (+)+y~ ;2 (+)) b(B;&zIn)&1
=G; (+) b(B;&zIn)&1.
For the denominator 9; in (1.34):
9; (+) :=v21(+) ;1(+)+v22(+) ;2(+);
taking into account (1.30) and (1.31), we get
G; (+)=I1&;2 (+)+9; (+). (1.41)
From (1.33), (1.39) and (1.41) we see that
det(+nG; (+)) |+=0=det(+n9; (+)) |+=0 {0, det \B;+ i2 In +{0.
(1.42)
In view of (1.40)(1.42) we rewrite (1.38) in the form
S+=& res
+=0
i (+&1)&2 (A&zIn)&1 b*d(A*&zIn)&1 (x~ ;1 (+)+y~ ;2 (+))
_9; (+)&1 b(A*&zIn)&1. (1.43)
Notice that for the expression id(A*&zIn)&1 (x~ ;1+y~ ;2) on the right-hand
side of (1.43) the equality
id(A*&zIn)&1 (x~ ;1 (+)+y~ ;2 (+))=v11 (+) ;1 (+)+v12 (+) ;2 (+)&;1 (+)
(1.44)
is true. According to (1.34) and (1.44) the relation
S+=& res
+=0
(+&1)&2 (A&zIn)&1 b*; (+) b(A*&zIn)&1 (1.45)
follows from (1.43). Substitute the second equality in (1.10) and the
equality (1.32) into (1.45) to obtain S+=res+=0[+k& j&1;(+)]nk, j=1 .
Therefore (1.35) is valid. K
Remark 1.1. In the case m=1 and ;1 ( 1*)=&:2 (*), ;2 (
1
*)=:1 (*) we
have .: (*)=&; ( 1*) . Thus Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 solve an interpolation
problem for the construction of functions .: with prescribed Taylor coef-
ficients at *=0 and *=.
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2. ONE STEP CONTINUATION
In this and the following sections we shall consider continuations
S(r)=[s j&k ] rk, j=1 (r>n) of the block Toeplitz matrix S=S(n)=
[sj&k ]nk, j=1 . If det S(r){0, we shall use the notations
T(r)=[tkj (r)]rk, j=1 :=S(r)
&1, tr :=trr(r),
where tkj (r) are the m_m blocks of T(r). Recall also the notations
xr=xr (r), yr= yr (r), x~ r=x~ r (r) and y~ r=y~ r (r) that were introduced earlier.
In this section we treat one step continuations S(n+1) and start with an
auxiliary proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let an invertible block Toeplitz matrix S(n+1) be a
one step continuation of the invertible matrix S(n). Then the equalities
tn+1=x~ n+1 yn+1+y~ n+1 xn+1 , (2.1)
tn+1=x~ n+1 yn+y~ n+1 xn , (2.2)
tn+1=x~ n yn+1+y~ n xn+1 , (2.3)
hold.
Proof. From the operator identity
A(n+1) S(n+1)&S(n+1) A(n+1)*
=i(e(n+1) b(n+1)+b(n+1)* d(n+1)) (2.4)
we get
T(n+1) A(n+1)&A(n+1)* T(n+1)
=i( y~ (n+1) x(n+1)+x~ (n+1) y(n+1)) . (2.5)
Compare the block in the last column and row on the left-hand side and
the corresponding block on the right-hand side. Formula (2.1) is
immediate.
Further we shall need a block representation
sn
S(n+1)=_S(n)S21
S12
s0 & , S12=_ b & ,s1
S21=[s&n s1&n } } } s&1 ]. (2.6)
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In view of (2.6) it is easily checked that [14]
T(n+1)=_T(n)+T(n) S12 tn+1 S21 T(n)&tn+1S21T(n)
&T(n) S12 tn+1
tn+1 & , (2.7)
tn+1=(s0&S21 T(n) S12 )&1
Notice that if S(n) is invertible the invertibility of S(n+1) is equivalent to
the invertibility of s0&S21 T(n) S12 .
Put now g(r)=col[0 } } } 0 I1], where r indicates that the column con-
tains r m_m blocks. In view of (1.3), (1.4) and (2.4) one can easily see
that
x~ n+1 yn+y~ n+1 xn=&ig(n+1)* T(n+1) 61 (n+1) 62 (n+1)* _T(n)0 & g(n)
=&ig(n+1)* T(n+1)
_(A(n+1) S(n+1)&S(n+1) A(n+1)*) _T(n)0 & g(n).
(2.8)
As g(n+1)* A(n+1)* [ T(n)0 ]=0, by (2.6) we transform (2.8) into
x~ n+1 yn+y~ n+1 xn=&ig(n+1)* T(n+1) A(n+1) _ InS21 T(n)& g(n). (2.9)
According to (2.7) and (2.9) we get
x~ n+1 yn+y~ n+1 xn=itn+1 [S21 T(n) &I1 ] A(n+1) _ g(n)S21T(n) g(n)&
=&tn+1 [S21T(n) &I1 ] _g(n)2I1
0
I12&
__ I1S21 T(n) g(n)& ,
which immediately yields (2.2).
Finally, to prove (2.3) we write, analogously to (2.8) using (1.3), (1.4)
and (2.4):
x~ n+1 yn+y~ n+1 xn= &ig(n)* [T(n) 0]
_61 (n+1) 62 (n+1)* T(n+1) g(n+1)
=&ig(n)* [T(n) 0](A(n+1) S(n+1)
&S(n+1) A(n+1)*) T(n+1) g(n+1).
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Now relations (2.6) and (2.7) imply
x~ n yn+1+y~ n xn+1=ig(n)* [In T(n) S12 ] A(n+1)* _&T(n) S12I1 & . (2.10)
From (2.10) the formula
x~ n yn+1+y~ n xn+1=[I1 g(n)* T(n) S12 ]
__g(n)*20
I1
I1 2&_
&T(n) S12
I1 & tn+1 ,
which yields (2.3), follows. K
Corollary 2.2. If det S(n){0 and det S(n+1){0, then
det(x~ n+1 yn+1+y~ n+1 xn+1 )=det(x~ n+1 yn+y~ n+1 xn )
=det(x~ n yn+1+y~ n xn+1 ){0. (2.11)
Proposition 2.3. Let the block Toeplitz matrices S(n+1)=[sj&k ]n+1k, j=1
and S(n)=[sj&k ]nk, j=1 be invertible. Then the blocks sn and s&n are uniquely
recovered from xn+1 , yn+1 , x~ n+1 , y~ n+1 and S(n) via the equalities
_I1& y1 (n)&x1 (n) & sn=_
yn+1
xn+1 & (x~ n yn+1+y~ n xn+1 )&1
+_
:
n&1
p=1
( yp+1 (n)&I1 ) sn& p&sd
:
n&1
p=1
xp+1 (n) sn& p&I1 & , (2.12)
s&n [&x~ 1 (n) I1&y~ 1 (n)]
=(x~ n+1 yn+y~ n+1 xn )&1 [x~ n+1 y~ n+1 ]
+_ :
n&1
p=1
sp&n x~ p+1 (n)&I1 :
n&1
p=1
sp&n ( y~ p+1 (n)&I1 )&se& . (2.13)
Proof. By (1.4) and (2.7) we obtain
_ yn+1xn+1&=_
d(n+1)
b(n+1)& T(n+1) g(n+1)=_
d(n+1)
b(n+1)&_
&T(n) S12
I1 & tn+1
=_sd+ :
n
p=1
sp&y(n) S12& tn+1 . (2.14)I1&x(n) S12
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After detaching the terms containing sn on the right-hand side of (2.14) we
take into account (2.3) and transform (2.14) into (2.12). Similarly we get
[x~ n+1 y~ n+1]=g(n+1)* T(n+1)[b(n+1)* e(n+1)]
=tn+1 _I1&S21 x~ (n) se+ :
n
p=1
s&p&S21 y~ (n)& . (2.15)
In view of (2.2) formula (2.15) yields (2.13). It remains to prove that
rank[&x~ 1 (n) I1&y~ 1 (n)]=rank _I1& y1 (n)&x1 (n) &=m. (2.16)
For this purpose let us introduce the matrices
S2 (r)=U(r) S(r) U(r)=[sk& j ] rk, j=1 , (2.17)
where
U(r)=[ukj ] rk, j=1 , ukj={0I1
for k+ j{r+1
for k+ j=r+1.
We shall use the notations T2 (r)=S2 (r)&1, t2 n+1 , e$ , d2 et cetera to denote
the matrices obtained from the corresponding formulas after we substitute
S2 in place of S. Omitting r in the case r=n and putting s$ e=sd , s$ d=se we
have
b U=b, d+d2 U=b S, e+U e$ =S b*. (2.18)
By (2.17) the formula
T2 (r)=U(r) T(r) U(r) (2.19)
is valid. From (2.18) and (2.19) we derive
bT2 =xU, d2 T2 =b& y U, T2 b*=Ux~ , T2 e$ =b*&Uy~ . (2.20)
Formulas (2.20) yield
[x~$ n y~$ n ]=[x~ 1 (n) I1&y~ 1 (n)], _ y$ nx$ n &=_
I1& y1 (n)
x1 (n) & . (2.21)
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Notice that according to (2.19) det T2 (n+1){0, det T2 (n){0 and hence by
Corollary 2.2
rank[x~$ n y~$ n]=rank _y$ nx$ n&=m. (2.22)
From (2.21) and (2.22) we get (2.16). K
We shall use Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and Proposition 2.3 in the proof of
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that the invertible block Toeplitz matrix
S=[sj&k ]nk, j=1 , block matrix function :(*)=[:1 (*) :2 (*)], analytic at
*=0, and block matrix function ;(+)=[ ;1 (+);2 (+)], analytic at +=0, with the
m_m blocks :1 , :2 , ;1 and ;2 , are given. Suppose additionally that the
inequalities
det(:1 (0) yn+:2 (0) xn ){0, det(x~ n ;1 (0)+y~ n ;2 (0)){0 (2.23)
are valid. Then the matrix functions .: (*) and .; (+) defined in (1.8) and
(1.34) are analytic at *=0 and +=0, respectively, and admit the expansions:
.: (*)=se+s&1 *+ } } } +s&n *n+ } } } ,
; (+)=sd+s1 ++ } } } +sn +n+ } } } , (2.24)
where sn and s&n are uniquely defined by the relations
_I1& y1 (n)&x1 (n) & sn=_
;1 (0)
;2 (0)& (x~ n ;1 (0)+y~ n ;2 (0))&1
+_
:
n&1
p=1
( yp+1 (n)&I1 ) sn& p&sd
:
n&1
p=1
xp+1 (n) sn& p&I1 & , (2.25)
s&n [&x~ 1 (n) I1&y~ 1 (n)]
=(:1 (0) yn+:2 (0) xn)&1 [:1 (0) :2 (0)]
+_ :
n&1
p=1
sp&n x~ p+1 (n)&I1 :
n&1
p=1
( y~ p+1 (n)&I1 )&se & . (2.26)
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Proof. According to (1.7) and (1.8) and (1.33) and (1.34) we can
express : and ;, respectively, in the following way:
:(*)=*&n C(*)[I1 .: (*)] wA (S, z)&1, det C(0){0.
(2.27)
;(+)=+&n wA (S, z) _; (+)I1 & D(+), det D(0){0
If :~ satisfies (1.7) and .:~ has the same first n+1 coefficients in it’s Taylor
expansion as .: , we get
:~ (*)=*&n C (*)[I1 .:~ (*)] wA (S, z)&1, det C (0){0 (2.28)
and
.: (*)&.:~ (*)=O(*n+1). (2.29)
Formulas (2.27)(2.29) yield :(*)&C(*) C (*)&1 :~ (*)=O(*), i.e.
:(0)=c: :~ (0), det c: {0. (2.30)
Quite analogously, if ; satisfies (1.33) and ; (+)=sd+s1 ++ } } } +sn+n
+ } } } , we prove that
;(0)=; (0) c; , det c; {0. (2.31)
Suppose now that S(n+1)=[s j&k ]n+1k, j=1 , given by (2.24), is invertible:
det[s j&k ]n+1k, j=1{0. (2.32)
Then by the factorization Theorem 2.1 ([14], Chapter 1) we get
wA (S(n+1), z)=Vn+1 (z) wA (S(n), z) , (2.33)
where
V n+1(z)=I 2&\ i2&z+
&1
62 (n+1)* T(n+1) g(n+1) t&1n+1
_g(n+1)* T(n+1) 61 (n+1).
Using our notations we can rewrite the formula for Vk :
V k(z)=I 2&i \ i2&z+
&1
_ ykxk & t&1k [x~ k y~ k ]. (2.34)
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According to [14] we have
V k(z)
&1=I 2&i \ i2+z+
&1
_ ykxk & t&1k [x~ k y~ k ] . (2.35)
Put now :~ #[x~ k+1 y~ k+1 ] . By (2.11) and (2.32) the inequality
det(:~ 1yn+:~ 2xn ){0 holds. Hence Theorem 1.1 can be applied to S=S(n)
and the matrix :~ , i.e., .:~ := .:~ (S(n), *)=se+ } } } +s1&n *n&1+ } } } . On
the other hand by (2.11) and (2.32) we have det(:~ 1 yn+1+:~ 2 xn+1 ){0 and
Theorem 1.1 can be applied to S=S(n+1) and :~ . Moreover, taking into
account (2.1) and (2.35), we see that
:~ =*&1 :~ Vn+1 (z)&1. (2.36)
From (1.8), (2.33) and (2.36) we conclude that the same function . is
obtained when Theorem 1.1 is applied to S(n) and :~ and to S(n+1) and
:~ : .:~ (S(n), *)=.:~ (S(n+1), *). Hence we see:
.:~ =se+s&1*+ } } } +s&n*n+ } } } (:~ =[x~ n+1 y~ n+1] ). (2.37)
Therefore :~ has the properties necessary for (2.30) to be valid and we can
substitute the expression :~ =[x~ n+1 y~ n+1] into (2.30):
c: &1 :(0)=[x~ n+1 y~ n+1], det c: {0. (2.38)
In the same way, from (2.31) we derive
;(0) c; &1=_yn+1xn+1 & , det c; {0. (2.39)
Substitute (2.39) into (2.12) and (2.38) into (2.13) to obtain (2.25) and
(2.26), respectively.
Consider now the case det S(n+1)=0. Introduce the notation
S(n+1, cn , c&n)=_ S(n)c&n s1&n } } }
cn
sn&1
b
s0
&
and suppose that there exist blocks cn and c&n such that the continuation
S(n+1, cn , c&n) of S(n) is invertible, i.e. det S(n+1, cn , c&n){0. Then it’s
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evident that for all sufficiently small = we have det S(n+1, sn+=cn , s&n+
=c&n){0. Putting
:= (*)=*&n C(*)[I1 .: (*)+*n =c&n] wA (S, z)&1,
(2.40)
;= (+)=+&n wA (S, z) _; (+)++
n=cn
I1 & D(+),
in view of (1.8) and (1.34) we obtain
.:==.: (*)+*
n=c&n , ;==; (+)++
n=cn , (2.41)
i.e. .:= and .;= generate the invertible matrix S(n+1, sn+=cn , s&n+=c&n).
Hence, if we substitute into (2.25) and (2.26) sn+=cn and s&n+=c&n in
place of sn and s&n , respectively, and := and ;= in place of : and ;, the
equalities are valid. As =  0, by (2.27) and (2.40) :=  : and ;=  ;. The
validity of (2.25) and (2.26) follows.
We will not yet prove that an invertible continuation of S(n) always
exists, but consider the matrices S(n)+=In . For all sufficiently small = we
have
det(S(n)+=In){0, det(S(n+1)+=In+1){0,
det(:1 (0) yn, =+:2 (0) xn, =){0, det(x~ n, = ;1 (0)+y~ n, = ;2 (0)){0,
where xn, = , yn, = , x~ n, = , y~ n, = are the blocks corresponding to the Toeplitz
matrix S(n)+=In . Therefore for the given : and ; and for S=S(n)+=In
the statement of the theorem is true. Letting = approach 0 we finally derive
the statement in full generality. K
The proof of Theorem 2.4 yields
Theorem 2.5. Let the conditions of Theorem 2.4 be true. Then the
matrix S(n+1)=[s j&k ]nk, j=1 generated by .: and ; is invertible if and
only if
det(:(0) ;(0)){0. (2.42)
Supposing (2.42) is valid, the matrices :(0) and ;(0) satisfy (2.38) and
(2.39), respectively.
Proof. Only the criterion (2.42) has to be proved. If det S(n+1){0, in
view of (2.1), (2.38) and (2.39) we have
:(0) ;(0)=c: tn+1 c; , det c: {0, det c; {0. (2.43)
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Quite analogously, from (2.2), (2.3), (2.38) and (2.39) it follows that
:1(0) yn+:2(0) xn=c: tn+1 , x~ n ;1(0)+y~ n ;2(0)=tn+1 c; . (2.44)
Formulas (2.7) and (2.43) imply (2.42), i.e. det S(n+1){0 yields (2.42).
Moreover from (2.7), (2.43) and (2.44) we derive
(:1 (0) yn+:2xn )&1 :(0) ;(0)(x~ n ;1 (0)+ y~ n ;1 (0))&1=s0&S12 T(n) S21 .
(2.45)
If (2.23) holds but det S(n+1)=0, equality (2.45) is still true. (The condi-
tion det S(n+1){0 is removed in the same way as in the proof of
Theorem 2.4.)
Notice now that in view of (2.45) inequality (2.42) yields det(s0&
S12 T(n) S21){0. Recall that by (2.7) det S(n+1){0 iff det(s0&S12T(n)
S12){0. Hence (2.42) in its turn yields det S(n+1){0. K
3. MAIN THEOREM
In this section we shall consider simultaneously several Toeplitz matrices
defined by different sequences of blocks and therefore we shall incorporate,
when necessary, the corresponding Toeplitz matrix in the notations,
for instance : wA (S(n+ p), z) and wA (S ( p), z), .: (S(n), *)=.: (*),
.: (S(n+ p), *) and .: (S ( p), *) et cetera.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the invertible matrix S=[sj&k ]nk, j=1 ,
m_2m matrix function :(*)=[I1 :2 (*)] , analytic at *=0, and m_2m
matrix function ;(+)=[ ;1 (+)I1 ], analytic at +=0, are given. Suppose addi-
tionally that : and ; have the following properties:
det( yn+:2 (0) xn){0, det(x~ n ;1 (0)+y~ n){0, (3.1)
and the matrices S ( p)=[s^ j&k ] pk, j=1 , with the m_m blocks s^j&k given by
the expansions
:2 (*)=s^e+ s^&1*+s^&2 *2+ } } } ,
;1 (+)= s^d+ s^1++ s^2 +2+ } } } , (3.2)
s^0=s^e+ s^d ,
are invertible, i.e.
det S ( p){0 ( p1). (3.3)
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Then the matrices S(n+ p)=[sj&k ]n+ pk, j=1 with the m_m blocks sj&k given
by the Taylor expansions (2.24) of .: and ; , are invertible also, i.e.
det S(n+ p){0 ( p1). (3.4)
Moreover there exist m_m matrices c and c~ independent of p and such that
the following equalities are true:
[x~ p y~ p ]=c~ [x~ n+ p y~ n+ p] ,
(3.5)
_ y^px^p &=_
yn+ p
xn+ p & c (det c{0, det c~ {0),
t^p=c~ tn+ pc (3.6)
where x^p=xp (S ( p)), y^p= yp (S ( p)), x~ p=x~ p (S ( p)), y~ p=y~ p (S ( p)), t^p=
tp (S ( p)) and xn+ p=xn+ p (S(n+ p)), ... .
Proof. We shall prove (3.4)(3.6) by induction. From (2.33) we shall
derive, by induction also, the useful representation

wA (S ( p), z)= ‘
p
j=1
Vn+ j (z), (3.7)
where Vk (z) is given by (2.34). For these purposes we shall show, in par-
ticular, that the matrix functions
:+ ( p, *)=*&p :(*) wA (S ( p), z)&1, ;+ ( p, +)=+&p wA (S ( p), z) ;(+)
(3.8)
satisfy the equalities
:2 (*)=.:+( p) (S ( p), *), ;1 (+)=;+( p) (S ( p), +) (3.9)
and the inequalities
det(:+1 ( p, 0) y^p+:
+
2 ( p, 0) x^p){0,
(3.10)
det(x~ p ;+1 ( p, 0)+ y~ p ;
+
2 ( p, 0)){0;
det :+ ( p, 0) ;+ ( p, 0){0. (3.11)
Let now p=1. By (3.2) we have
s^0=:2 (0)+;1 (0)=:(0) ;(0).
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Hence, in view of (3.3) the inequality (2.42) is valid. Taking into account
(3.1) and (2.42), we can apply Theorem 2.5 to conclude that (3.4) is true
for p=1. Moreover according to (3.2) we get
[x~ 1 y~ 1]= s^&10 [I1 s^e]=s^
&1
0 :(0)
_ y^1x^1&=_
s^d
I1& s^&10 =;(0) s^&10 . (3.12)
From (2.38), (2.39) and (3.12) formula (3.5) (case p=1) follows. Notice
that for each p by Proposition 2.1 formula (3.5) implies (3.6). Taking into
account (1.6) we see
wA (S (1), z)=I2&i \ i2&z+&1 _
y^1
x^1& s^0 [x~ 1 y~ 1] . (3.13)
As by definition t^&10 =s^0 , relations (3.5) ( p=1), (3.6) ( p=1) and (3.13)
yield
wA (S (1), z)=I2&i \ i2&z+
&1
_ yn+1xn+1& t&1n+1 [x~ n+1 y~ n+1]. (3.14)
Compare (3.14) with (2.34) to prove (3.7) for p=1.
Consider now :+ ( p, *) and ;+ ( p, +). The equality (3.9) follows from
the definitions (1.8) and (1.34) of . and , respectively. As s^0=:(0) ;(0)
by (3.8), (3.12) and (3.13) we have
;+ (1, +)=;(0) s^&10 :(0) ;(+)+(I2&;(0) s^
&1
0 :(0))
;(+)&;(0)
+
.
Therefore, using [x~ 1 y~ 1]= s^&10 :(0) again, we obtain
x~ 1 ;+1 (1, 0)+ y~ 1 ;
+
2 (1, 0)= s^
&1
0 :(0) ;(0),
i.e. the second inequality in (3.10) is true. Quite analogously, taking in
account (1.30) we obtain
:+ (1, *)=:(*) ;(0) s^&10 :(0)+*
&1 (:(*)&:(0))(I2&;(0) s^&10 :(0))
and hence :+1 (1, 0) y^1+:
+
2 (1, 0) x^1=:(0) ;(0) s^
&1
0 , i. e. the first inequality
in (3.10) is true. By (3.3) ( p=1, 2), (3.9) and (3.10) we can apply Theorem
2.5 to S= s^0 , :+ (1, *) and ;+ (1, +), which yields (3.11).
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Let now (3.4)(3.7), (3.10) and (3.11) be true for 1pl. Then, applying
Theorem 2.5 to S=S (l), we get
[x~ l+1 y~ l+1]=c^&1:+ :+ (l, 0), _ y^l+1x^ l+1&=;+ (l, 0) c^&1;+ . (3.15)
From (2.33), (3.4) ( pl ) and (3.7) it follows that

wA (S(n+l), z)= ‘
l
j=1
Vn+ j (z) wA (S(n), z)=wA (S (l ), z) wA (S(n), z) .
(3.16)
By (3.8), (3.16) and the definitions of . and  we conclude
.: (S(n), *)=.:+(l ) (S(n+l ), *) , ; (S(n), *)=;+ (l )(S(n+l ), *) .
(3.17)
Therefore S(n+l+1) is generated by .:+ (S(n+l )) and ;+ (S(n+l )).
Moreover, applying Theorem 2.5 to S(n+l ), in view of (3.11) ( p=l ) we
obtain that det S(n+l+1){0 and
[x~ n+l+1 y~ n+l+1]=c&1:+ :+ (l, 0), _yn+l+1xn+l+1 &=;+ (l, 0) c&1;+ . (3.18)
In view of (3.15) and (3.18) there exist matrices C=c;+ c^
&1
;+
and C = c^&1:+ c:+
such that
[x~ l+1 y~ l+1]=C [x~ n+l+1 y~ n+l+1] ,
_ y^ l+1x^l+1&=_
yn+l+1
xn+l+1& C (det C{0, det C {0). (3.19)
To show that C=c and C =c~ recall Proposition 2.1. By formula (2.1)
(Proposition 2.1), by (3.5) for p=l and by (3.19) we get
t^l+1=x~ l+1 y^l+1+y~ l+1 x^l+1
=C (x~ n+l+1yn+l+1+y~ n+l+1xn+l+1) C
=C tn+l+1 C. (3.20)
Analogously by (2.2) and (2.3) we see that
t^l+1=C tn+l+1 c=c~ tn+l+1 C. (3.21)
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Relations (3.20) and (3.21) imply C=c, C =c~ . Now from (3.19) and (3.20)
the validity of (3.5) and (3.6) for p=l+1 follows. Notice that the validity
of (3.4) for p=l+1 followed from Theorem 2.5 also.
Use now the factorization formula (2.33) for S (l+1):
wA (S (l+1), z)=Vl+1 (S (l+1), z) wA (S (l ), z)
=\I2&i \ i2&z+
&1
_ y^l+1x^l+1& t^&1l+1[x~ l+1 y~ l+1]+ wA (S (l), z) .
(3.22)
In view of (3.5) ( p=l+1) and (3.6) ( p=l+1) from (2.34) and (3.22) we
derive
wA (S (l+1), z)=\I2&i \ i2&z+
&1
__yn+l+1xn+l+1 & t&1n+l+1 [x~ n+l+1 y~ n+l+1]+ wA(S (l ), z)
=Vn+l+1 (z) wA (S (l ), z) . (3.23)
Formulas (3.7) ( p=l) and (3.23) yield (3.8) for p=l+1.
In view of (3.22) and (2.35), formulas (3.8) imply
:+ (l+1, *)=*&1:+ (l, *) \I2&i \ i2+z+
&1
__ y^l+1x^l+1& t^&1l+1[x~ l+1 y~ l+1]+ , (3.24)
;+ (l+1, +)=+&1 \I2&i \ i2&z+
&1
__ y^l+1x^l+1& t^&1l+1[x~ l+1 y~ l+1]+ ;+ (l, +).
Taking in account (2.1) and (3.15), analogously to the case p=1, from
(3.24) we derive
:+ (l+1, *)=:+ (l, *) ;+ (l, 0)(:+ (l, 0) ;+ (l, 0))&1 :+ (l, 0)
+*&1 (:+ (l, *)&:+ (l, 0))
_(I2&;+ (l, 0)(:+ (l, 0) ;+ (l, 0))&1 :+(l, 0)) ,
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;+ (l+1, +)=;+(l, 0)(:+ (l, 0) ;+ (l, 0))&1 :+ (l, 0) ;+ (l, +)
++&1 (I2&;+(l, 0)(:+ (l, 0) ;+ (l, 0))&1 :+ (l, 0))
_(;+ (l, +)&;+ (l, 0)) .
Therefore using again (3.15) we get inequalities (3.10) for p=l+1 from
inequality (3.11) for p=l. Finally by Theorem 2.5 inequality (3.11)
( p=l+1) follows from (3.3) ( p=l+2). We have now derived all the
formulas (3.4)(3.7), (3.10) and (3.11) for p=l+1. K
Equality (3.6) yields
Corollary 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 we have
det tn+ p
det tn+l
=
det t^p
det t^l
(3.25)
for all p, l>0.
We used conditions (3.3) in Theorem 3.1 to prove (3.4).
Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 remains valid if we require inequalities (3.4) to
hold and omit conditions (3.3). Moreover inequalities (3.3) follow then from
(3.4). Indeed, in view of Theorem 2.5 formula (3.4) implies det(:(0) ;(0)){0.
Taking into account (3.2) we get
:(0) ;(0)=:2 (0)+;1 (0)=s^0
and hence det s^0 {0, i.e. (3.3) in the case p=1 follows from (3.4). Relations
(3.5)(3.10) for p=1 are derived now as in the initial proof. Letting
(3.3)(3.10) for pl be true, we take into account (3.17) and apply Theorem
2.5 to S=S(n+l). Thus, in view of (3.4) ( p=l+1) we obtain (3.11) for
p=l. Applying further Theorem 2.5 to S=S (l) from (3.11) for p=l we get
(3.3) for p=l+1. As (3.5)(3.10) for p=l+1 follow, inequalities (3.3) are
proved by induction.
Example. Let the functions .^ and  generate Toetlitz matrices S ( p) such
that
det S ( p){0, p1. (3.26)
Suppose also that
 (+)=
Q
+&#
+8 (+), (3.27)
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where for some s0 {0 we have
Q{0, 0<|#|<1, |s&10 Q&#|>|s
&1
0 Q&1|, (3.28)
|8 (+)| 14 ( |Q&#s0 |&|Q&s0 | ) ( |+|<1), (3.29)
|.^(*)&s0 |(2+=)&1 |s0 | ( |*|<1, =>0). (3.30)
Then s0 defines the linear fractional transformations (1.8) and (1.34), where
sd=0, se=s0 ,
:(*)=[1 .^(*)], ;(+)=_
 (+)
1 & , (3.31)
wA (s0 , z)=I2&i \ i2&z+
&1
_01& s&10 [1 s0], (3.32)
.: and ; are analytic and bounded in the unit circle.
Indeed, by (1.8), (3.31) and (3.32) we have
.:(*)=
.^(*)
*&(*&1) s&10 .^(*)
=
.^(*)
1&(*&1) s&10 (.^(*)&s0)
, (3.33)
and analyticity and boundedness of .: follows from (3.30). According to
(3.32) we see that
wA (s0 , z)&1=I2&i \ i2+z+
&1
_01& s&10 [1 s0]. (3.34)
Formulas (1.34), (3.31) and (3.34) imply
; (+)=
+ (+)
s&10 (1&+) (+)+1
. (3.35)
In view of (3.27) it follows that
; (+)=+(+&#)  (+)(+&#+(1&+)(s&10 Q+s
&1
0 (+&#) 8 (+)))
=+(+&#)  (+)(s&10 Q&#++(1&s
&1
0 Q)
+(1&+)(+&#) s&10 8 (+)). (3.36)
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According to (3.28) and (3.29) the inequality
|s&10 Q&#++(1&s
&1
0 Q)+(1&+)(+&#) s
&1
0 8 (+)|
|s&10 Q&#|&|+(1&s
&1
0 Q)|&|(1&+)(+&#) s
&1
0 8 (+)|
|s&10 Q&#|&|1&s
&1
0 Q|&sup |(1&+)(+&#)|
_(|s&10 Q&#|&|1&s
&1
0 Q| )4
$>0 (|+|<1) (3.37)
is true. By (3.36) and (3.37) ; is analytic and bounded. Notice also that
from (3.28)(3.30) the inequalities
s&10  (0)+1=&
1
#
(s&10 Q&#&#s
&1
0 8 (0)){0, .^(0){0 (3.38)
follow. It’s easy to see that these inequalities are equivalent to (1.33) and
(1.7), respectively. Therefore s0 , : and ; satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1.
In this way we may study matrices S( p) generated by .: and ; instead
of S ( p) generated by .^ and  with singularity.
4. SZEGO -TYPE FORMULA
Here we shall consider matrices S(n) # P}, n . (Recall that P}, n (n<) is
the class of selfadjoint Toeplitz or block Toeplitz matrices with } negative
eigenvalues, P},  is the class of matrices S=[s j&k ]

k, j=1 such that
[sj&k ]nk, j=1 # P}, n for all >n>n0 .) Putting sd=
s0
2 ,
; (+)=.: (+ )* (4.1)
we sometimes say that S=S* is generated by .: without mentioning ; .
In the example in Section 3 the functions .: and ; were holomorphic
on D while ; had a pole at +=#. On the other hand in the case
S() # P},  the matrix function .: may have poles in D but we can
choose an holomorphic :. Therefore we obtain the asymptotics of
2r=det S(r) from the asymptotics of Dr=det S (r). For this purpose we
need some preparations.
We say that the m_2m matrix function :(*), holomorphic on the unit
circle, has property-J (is nonsingular with property-J) if
:(*) :(*)* >0, :(*) J:(*)*0 \J=_ 0I1
I1
0 & , |*|<1+ . (4.2)
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The matrix S(r)=[cj&k ]rk, j=1 is called an extension of S(n) (r>n) if cp=sp
( | p|<n).
The following theorem on extensions of S(n) was proved in [11] (see also
[13] for the general scheme).
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that S(n)=[sj&k ]nk, j=1 # P}, n and det S(n){0.
Suppose additionaly that :(*) has property-J and inequality (1.7) is true. Then
the extensions S(r)=[sj&k ] rk, j=1 (r>n) generated by the matrix functions
.: (*) given by (1.8) and (1.6) belong to P}, r . Moreover all the extensions of
S(n) that belong to P}, r (r) can be generated in this way.
Consider now the case of a sequence [sp ]p=& such that
S(r) # P}, r (rn), det S(r){0 (rn). (4.3)
By Theorem 4.1 S() is generated by .: (*) with : satisfying (1.7) and (4.2).
To apply Theorem 3.1 we shall need ; . Notice that as S(n)=S(n)* and
sd=se* we have
e=d*, 61=i 62J, x~ =x*, y~ = y*. (4.4)
In view of 61=i 62J from (1.6) and (1.30) we derive
wA (S, z)&1=JwA (S, z )* J. (4.5)
Putting
;(+)=J:(+ )*, (4.6)
by (1.6), (1.31) and (4.5) we get
[vkj (+)]2k, j=1 ;(+)=(:(+ )[wkj(+ )]
2
k, j=1 J)*. (4.7)
Formulas (1.8), (1.34) and (4.7) yield (4.1), i.e. S() is generated by .: and
; . Moreover from (4.4) and (4.6) it follows that
x~ n ;1 (0)+y~ n ;2 (0)=(:1 (0) yn+:2 (0) xn )*,
i.e. (1.7) implies (1.33). Hence both inequalities in (2.23) hold. In view of
(2.23) and (4.3) the conditions of Theorem 2.5 are fulfilled and therefore
det :(0) ;(0)=det :(0) J:(0)*{0. (4.8)
So det :1 (*)0, and the matrix function %(*)=:1 (*)&1 :2 (*) is meromorphic
on the unit circle D. Now we can rewrite the second inequality in (4.2) as
%(*)+%(*)*0 (4.9)
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and %(*) is holomorphic on D. By (1.8) and (4.6) we assume without loss
of generality
:(*)=[I1 %(*)], ;(+)=_%(+ )*I1 & . (4.10)
Thus the conditions of Theorem 3.1, excluding (3.3), are fulfilled. Moreover
inequalities (3.4) follow from (4.3) and thus by Remark 3.1 inequalities
(3.3): det S ( p){0 ( p1) are also valid. Here S ( p)=S ( p)*=[s^j&k ] pk, j=1 ,
where the entries s^j&k are given by the expansion
%(*)=s^e+ s^&1*+s^&2*2+ } } } (s^d=s^e* , s^0= s^e+ s^e*). (4.11)
Relations (3.3) and (4.9) yield
S ( p)=[s^j&k ] pk, j=1>0 ( p1), (4.12)
i.e. Dp=det S ( p)>0. (The equivalence of the inequality (4.9) and the
inequalities S ( p)0 ( p1) is a well-known fact. In particular, %(*), given
by the expansion (4.11) with the entries s^&k such that S ( p)0, has a radial
limit almost everywhere on the circle T.)
Theorem 4.2 (Szego limit theorem). Let the sequence of entries
[s^p ]p=& satisfy (4.12). Then the equality
G(%) := lim
p  
Dp
Dp&1
=exp { 12? |
?
&?
ln det f (u) du= , (4.13)
where f (u)=%(eiu)+%(eiu)* and %(eiu) is given by (4.11), is valid.
In the scalar case (m=1, i.e. the entries s^p are scalars) formula (4.13)
was obtained by G. Szego . In full generality Theorem 4.2 (scalar case) was
proved by A. N. Kolmogorov and M. G. Krein. The result yielding
Theorem 4.2 (matrix case) as well as some historical remarks one can find
in [10].
Consider a matrix function .(*)= s02 +s&1*+ } } } , meromorphic on the
unit circle D, and denote the poles of det .(*) in D by *l (1lt) and
their multiplicities by al . From the Szego limit theorem and the Main
theorem we derive
Theorem 4.3. Let the sequence of entries [sp ]p=& satisfy (4.3). Then
.(*)= s02 +s&1*+s&2*
2+ } } } has a radial limit almost everywhere on T. If
either  tl=1al=} or m=1, i.e. sp are scalars, we have
G(.) := lim
r  
2r
2r&1
= ‘
t
l=1
|*l |&2al exp { 12? |
?
&?
ln det h(u) du= , (4.14)
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where
2r=det S(r), h(u)=.(e iu)+.(eiu)*. (4.15)
For the proof of Theorem 4.3 we shall need an auxiliary result from
[12]:
Proposition 4.4. Suppose the entries [sp ]p=& satisfy (4.3). Then
.(*)= s02 +s&1*+ } } } admits the representation
.(*)=.: (*), :(*)=[I1 %(*)] , %(*)+%(*)*>0 (|*|<1). (4.16)
Moreover if either (a) the sum of the multiplicities al of the poles *l
(1lt) of det . equals to }:  tl=1 al=} or (b) m=1, these poles and mul-
tiplicities coincide with the zeros *8l (1lt8) of det(*n8: (*)) and their
multiplicities a8l , respectively.
Proof. The equalities in (4.16) were already proved and follow from
Theorem 4.1 and relation (4.10). Thus in view of (4.9) relation (4.8) may
be rewritten as %(0)+%(0)*>0. From %(0)+%(0)*>0 and (4.9) the
inequality in (4.16) is immediate. By (1.8) and (1.22) the formula
.(*)=(*n8: (*))&1 (*n (:1 (*) w12 (*)+:2 (*) w22 (*))) (4.17)
is valid. According to (1.6), (1.10) and (4.10) the matrix function
*n (:1 (*) w12 (*)+:2 (*) w22 (*))
is holomorphic on D. Therefore in view of (4.17) we see that one can
choose the enumeration so that *l=*8l , ala8l (1ltt8). Hence,
supposing tl=1 al=}, we get the statement of the Proposition from the
formula
:
t8
l=1
a8l}, (4.18)
which will be derived below. To derive (4.18) we start with the operator
identity
A:S&SA:*=&i b*(%(*)+%(*)*) b (4.19)
that can be easily obtained from (1.2), (1.17) and (4.10). Identities of the
type (4.19) and corresponding references one can find in [15]. In the case
%#const, %+%*>0, (4.19) implies that A: has no real eigenvalues. So
according to the properties of S-dissipative operators (S # P}, n), A: has
} eigenvalues in the open upper halfplane C+ , i.e. det(A:&zIn) has }
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zeros (counting multiplicities) in C+ . By a continuous transformation of
the initial matrix function :#const we prove that det (A:&zIn) has }
zeros for all : of the form
:(*)=[I1 %(*)],
%(*)=%0+ :
j
k=1
i+k
z+!k
(%0+%0*>0, +k0, i (!k&! k)<0) (4.20)
and has no more than } zeros in C+ for all :=[I1 %] (%+%*0) with
analytic %(*). Notice also that by (1.21), (1.22) and (4.10) we have
(A:&zIn)&1 b*=(A&zIn)&1 b*8: (*)&1. In particular,
g(n)* (A:&zIn)&1 b*=i (1&*)(*n8: (*))&1. (4.21)
(Recall that g(n)=col[0 } } } 0 I1].) Hence it’s true that
det(*n8: (*))=(i(*&1))m det((&g(n)* (A:&zIn)&1 b*)&1)
=(i(*&1))m det((K(z)&1)nn ) ,
where
K(z)=_A:&zIng(n)*
b*
0 & ,
(K(z)&1)nn is the corresponding block of K(z)&1. By the formula for the
minors of the inverse matrix ([5], Chap. 1, Sect. 4) we now obtain
det(*n8: (*))=(i(*&1))m det(A:&zIn)det(K(z)) . (4.22)
As det(A:&zIn) has no more than } zeros in C+ , (4.22) implies (4.18) and
the statement of the Proposition in the case (a) is proved.
Suppose now that m=1 and the statement of the Proposition is wrong.
By (4.17) this means that the numerator and the denominator on the right-
hand side of (4.17) simultaneously become zero at some point * {0:
8: (* )=0, w12 (* )+%(* ) w22 (* )=0 (0<|* |<1). (4.23)
According to (4.16) we have %(*)+%(*)*>0 and %(* )+%(* )*>0, in par-
ticular. Thus we can choose :~ =[I1 % ] with % of the form (4.20) such that
% (* )=%(* ), yn+% (0) xn {0. (4.24)
In view of (4.24) and Theorem 1.1, .:~ admits the expansion (1.9). As % has
the form (4.20) we see that A:~ has no real eigenvalues. Thus by (4.21)
*n8:~ (*) is analytic and invertible on the set [*: |*|=1, *{1]. Moreover
from (1.10), (1.18) and (1.22) we have 8:~ (1)=I1 , i.e. *n8: (*) is analytic
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and invertible everywhere on the circle T. Taking into account the proper-
ties of the residues we can transform (1.9) into the representation
sj=
1
2? |
?
&?
eiju [.:~ (eiu)+.:~ (eiu)*] du
& :
t~
l=1
( res
*=* l
* j&1.:~ (*)+( res
*=* l
*& j&1.:~ (*))*)
( | j |<n), (4.25)
where * l (1lt~ ) are the poles of .:~ in D. We shall denote the multi-
plicities of the poles of .:~ by a~ l and of the zeros of *n8:~ (*) by a~ 8l . The
inequality (4.18) now takes the form  t~l=1 a~ 8l}, and taking into account
(4.23) and (4.24) we obtain the strict inequality
:
t~
l=1
a~ l<}. (4.26)
(One of the zeros of 8:~ does not generate a pole of .:~ as the numerator
in the fraction .:~ =8&1:~ (w12+% w22) vanishes also.) From (4.26) it follows
that
&{ :
t~
l=1
( res
*=* l
* j&k&1.:~ (*)+( res
*=* l
*k& j&1.:~ (*))*)=
n
k, j=1
# P}1, n , }1<}.
(4.27)
Notice that (4.5) may be rewritten as
wA (S, z) JwA (S, z)*=J. (4.28)
Relations (1.8) and (4.28) yield
.:~ (*)+.:~ (*)*=8:~ (*)&1 (% (*)+% (*)*)(8:~ (*)*)&10 (|*|=1).
(4.29)
Hence we have
{|
?
&?
e i( j&k) u [.:~ (eiu)+.:~ (e iu)*] du=
n
k, j=1
0. (4.30)
By (4.25), (4.27) and (4.30) we see that S(n) # P}2 , n with some }2<}. As
the inequality }2<} contradicts the condition (4.3) of the Proposition, the
statement of the Proposition is proved in the case m=1 also. K
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. Between Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 it was shown that
if the sequence [sp]p=& satisfies (4.3), the conditions of the Main
Theorem (Theorem 3.1) and the Szego limit theorem (Theorem 4.2) are
fulfilled. That is .= s02 +s&1*+ } } } admits the representation
.(*)=.: (*), :=[I1 %(*)] .
Moreover by (4.1) and (4.10)
; (+)=.(+ )*, ;=_%(+ )*I1 & ,
the functions : and ; satisfy (3.1) and the sequence [s^p]p=& generated
by % and %* satisfies (4.12). We have already used the formula for the
minors of the inverse matrix ([5], Chap. 1, Sect. 4) to obtain (4.22). In the
same way we get
det tn+ p=
2n+ p&1
2n+ p
, det t^p=
Dp&1
Dp
. (4.31)
From equalities (3.6) (Main Theorem) and (4.31) we derive
2n+ p
2n+ p&1
=
1
det tn+ p
=
det(c~ c)
det t^p
=det(c~ c)
Dp
Dp&1
. (4.32)
Taking into account (4.32) and the definition of G(.) in (4.14) by Szego
limit theorem we have
G(.)=det(c~ c) exp { 12? |
?
&?
ln det f (u) du= . (4.33)
Recall that f (u) = %(e iu) + %(e iu)*, h(u) = .(e iu) + .(e iu)*. Therefore
analogously to (4.29) we obtain
f (u)=8: (eiu) h(u) 8: (eiu)*. (4.34)
We shall show at the end of the proof that
exp {1? |
?
&?
ln |det 8: (e iu)| du==\‘
t
l=1
|*l | &2al+ |det( yn+%(0) xn)|2.
(4.35)
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Formulas (4.33)(4.35) yield
G(.)=det(c~ c) |det( yn+%(0) xn)|2 ‘
t
l=1
|*l |&2al exp { 12? |
?
&?
ln det h(u) du= .
(4.36)
According to (4.11) we have %(0)=s^e , s^e+ s^e*= s^0 and hence
yn+%(0) xn=[I1 s^e] _ ynxn&= s^0 [x~ 1 y~ 1] _
yn
xn&
= t^&10 [x~ 1 y~ 1] _ ynxn& . (4.37)
By (3.5), (2.2) and (3.6) the equalities
[x~ 1 y~ 1] _ ynxn&=c~ tn+1 , t^&10 =c&1t&1n+1c~ &1 (4.38)
are valid. From (4.37) and (4.38) we derive
|det( yn+%(0) xn)|2=|det c&1|2=(det(c*c))&1. (4.39)
Recall that, in view of S( p)=S( p)* ( p1), sd=se* and S ( p)=S ( p)*
( p1), s^d= s^e* , by (4.4) it follows x~ =x*, y~ = y* and x~ =x^*, y~ =y^*,
respectively. In particular, formulas (3.5) now yield
c~ =c*. (4.40)
Taking into account (4.39) and (4.40) we transform (4.36) into (4.14).
It remains to show that (4.35) is true. For this purpose we shall prove
at first a representation
det(*n8: (*))=ei!b(*) D(*), (4.41)
where !=! , D(*) is an outer function, D(0)>0 and b(*) is a Blaschke
product:
b(*)= ‘
t
l=1 \
* l
|* l |
*l&*
1&* l*+
al
. (4.42)
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It’s well-known that the entries of the matrix function %, satisfying (4.9),
belong to a Hardy class H$1 ($1>0). Hence for :(*)=[I1 %(*)] and some
$2>0 we have that det(*n8: (*)) # H$2 . In view of Proposition 4.4 and
formula (4.42) we see now that the function
D(*)=e&i!b(*)&1 det(*n8: (*))
is holomorphic without zeros on D and belongs to some Hardy class also.
We choose ! so that D(0)>0. Thus we have:
D(*)=e&i!b(*)&1 det(*n8: (*)) # H$ , D(0)>0. (4.43)
Consider now D(*)&1. Notice that from (1.8) in the case :=[I1 %]
it follows that [I1 .:]=8&1: [I1 %][wkj ]
2
k, j=1 , i.e. 8
&1
: [I1 %]=[I1 .:]
_([wkj ]2k, j=1)
&1, which implies
8: (*)&1=(I1&.: (*) w22 (*)&1 w21 (*))
_(w11 (*)&w12 (*) w22 (*)&1 w21 (*))&1. (4.44)
By (4.4) for any f # Cn function f *.: (*) f generates a matrix Sf () #
P}f ,  , }f}. Therefore f *.: f admits an integral representation from [9],
Theorem 3.1 and hence for some $f >0 the inequality
lim
y  1&0 |
?
&?
| f *.: ( yeiu) f |$f du< ( f # Cn) (4.45)
is valid. As the entries wkj (*) are rational, according to (4.44) and (4.45)
for some $3>0 we have
lim
y  1&0 |
?
&?
|det(*n8: (*))| &$3 du< (*= ye iu). (4.46)
Finally (4.46) yields
lim
y  1&0 |
?
&?
|D(*)| &$4 du< (*= ye iu, $4>0). (4.47)
Recall that D(*)&1 is holomorphic on the circle D. So by (4.47) and (4.43)
D(*) is outer and the representation (4.41) is proved. By properties of outer
functions (see [8]) from (4.41) we derive
exp {1? |
?
&?
ln |det 8: (e iu)| du==exp {1? |
?
&?
ln |D(eiu)| du==D(0)2.
(4.48)
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From (4.43) it follows that
D(0)2=|b(0)| &2 |det((*n8: (*))|*=0)| 2 . (4.49)
According to (4.42), (1.12) and (1.22) it’s true that
|b(0)|&2= ‘
t
l=1
|*l |&2al, *n8: (*) |*=0= yn+%(0) xn . (4.50)
Substitute (4.50) into (4.49) and the result into (4.48) to obtain (4.35). The
proof is complete now. K
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